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Kelley

Library Criticism Mounts
By SANDY McCRAW
Charges of general incompetence at
Zimmerman Library have been leveled
from all corners of the academic spectrum
at UNM - from. the graduate student
complaining of the lack of source materials
to professors claiming the library's
administration is not adequately protecting
valuable documents and books,
· The library's most recent controvery
involves the historical documents and
letters offered UNM by Sen. Clinton
Anderson. Library officials, including
General Director David Kelley, claim
numerous requests have been made to
Anderson for the papers. Anderson, on the
other hand, says "I don't recall his ever
asking for the papers."
Forget
Kelley contends Anderson "must have
forgot. I did talk to him some time in the
past about the papers and books. Years ago
he even told me he was placing some
papers in the 'I'ruman library.••
Anderson offered the papers through
Richard. N. Ellis, of the history
department, although Kelley says he
doesn't know why.
Ellis is currently involved in a campaign
to contact New Mexicans owning historical
manuscripts and papers for the University.
Kelley was not aware the program had
been initiated. Gov. Bruce King and UNM
Regent Calvin Horn have given their
support to the project, said Ellis. The
collections will probably be stored in
Zimmerman Library.
Future Source
Kelley said the library has its own
policies concerning gifts of documents to
the library. "We try to approach people to
give their records to the library by pointing
out the importance of depositing the
material as a source for future study," he
·
said.
"We have actually been seeking material
for a long time. One upcoming donation is
going to be very significant in the areas of
business and politics. It is the record of a
New Mexico character now dead. We
should be getting this sometime in the fall
or win~r," Kelley added.
On the other hand, Ellis claims the
library's plan for acquisition is almost
non-existant. "The library has shown no

"We try to approach people
to give their records to the
library by pointing out the
importance of depositing the
material as a source for future
study."

interest in an active program of acquisition.
I and members of the (history) department
are concerned about the inability of the
library to conduct such a program.
Protection
"We are also concerned about the
inability of the library to protect its
present coll~ctions," Ellis said.
"I don't believe Kelley has any interest
at all in the matter," Ellis said. "Unless the
library takes an active role in acquiring
historical documents, they will go to other
schools." He cites the University of
Arizona, University of Texas and
University of Colorado as having more
active programs than UNM.
"The library in the past hasn't taken
care of many of the valuable documents.
Several people have refused to give papers
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to the University because of this " Ellis
said.
'
"I think the Lobo should help the
library and not say anything that would
turn donors away,, Kelley said,
Paul Davis, a professor in the English
department, claims there are "some
nineteenth century first edition novels
which are rare in New Mexico that are just
being put out for open circulation."
Originals
Ivan Melada, formerly book - buyer for
the English department, said he has seen a
Hungarian edition of a work by D.H.
Lawrence with "Frieda Lawrence's name
on it in the shelves. It may not be valuable,
but it does seem odd.''
Melada said he has seen leatherbound
volumes published in the eighteenth
century on the open shelves in the library
of the University of California at Berkeley.
Lobo reporters have seen copies of
valuable old books on the shelves Cor
general use. Included are two volumes of
"History of the Wars of the French
Revolution" by Edward Baines, published
in 1812 and worth approximately $90 in
1967; four volumes of "System of
Geography" by .Malte-Brun, published in
1828, worth $13 in 1967; and "Histoire
General des Voyages" by Prevost,

and a fresh outlook. We also need to
develop a sense of cpmmunication between
the departments and the library," Hansen
said.
Hansen, personally, has been having
trouble finding material in the library. "A
friend and I have been trying to find some
documents on (Reis Lopez) Tijerina, but
we haven't been able to find them. We
know they should be there,, but· we can't
find them at all. The library just won't do
anything until there is a crisis," Hansen
said.
ASUNM publicity chairman Dana
Kiersch, who has been working extensively
with student government to investigate the
library, said the number of volumes in the
library is extremely low in comparison to
the number of students working for
doctoral degrees.
Too Small
Kiersch said the library can only be
compared with schools the size or the
University of Pittsburgh or the University
of Kansas, and thus was judged very low by
the North Central Accrediting Association.
The University has continued to grow so
fast the library hasn't been able to add
enough new volumes to its collection, she
said.
"Personally, we're a little upset because

"People who are carping about library wages generally don't
have the experience to make a judgment."

published in 1746 in Paris and valued at 55
pounds- about $132 in 1967.
Wages
Library wages are also under attack by
variou~ faculty and student critics of the
library, Kelley admits. "They think we're
spending too much for salaries. I deny this.
Our wages are in line -they're higher than
at some libraries, but lower than at
others."
Kelley said 56.3 per cent of the budget
is spent for salaries; 34.3 per cent for
books and 9.4 per cent on supplies and
equipment. "People who are carping about
library wages generally don't have the
experience to make a judgment," Kelley
·
said.
Bert Hansen, Graduate Student
Association president, charges the library is
"extremely inadequate as a source of
research." Graduate students have been
among the most outspoken critics of the
library.
Evaluation
GSA, along with the administration, is
involved in the evaluation of the library by
the consultant firm of Booz, Allen and
Hamilton, a Chicago firm. The firm is
investigating the entire library from book
procurement methods to management
procedure. The move is apparently in
direct response to suggestions concerning
the library made by the North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools.
Grad stuaents are also concerned about
the operating hours at Zimmerman.
"Graduate students do the majority of
their work when school is out, during
breaks and on weekends. These happen to
be the times the library closes. It might be
a good idea to give grad students a special
pass or something. We do need a 24·hour
operational library for the graduate
student," Hansen said.
Vitality
"I think what the library needs is vitality

they place so much emphasis on faculty
salaries," Kiersch said.
"The library is getting the worst end of
the funding- the football team gets a
separate line item on the budget, but the
library does not. And I think it's a shame,"
Kiersch said.
No 'Pull'
"It's terrifying to think that lobbyists
from the administration didn't have as
much pull as the Alumni Association had
for football," she said.
"What we need is a financial subsidy to
replace things the library has missed out
on. The library here is relied upon heavily
by other universities in the state. We talked
to many of them this summer and they
always said they could get things from
UNM through the inter-library loan
system/' Kiersch said.
"This is not just our school library, it is
the library for the whole state," Kiersch
concluded.
Short Cash
Melada said, ccMoney is perhaps the
biggest problem- we don't have enough to
buy materials when they come out. And
many times these materials go out of print.
We can't afford multiple volumes of books.
Then if the book gets mutilated or lost, we
can't afford to replace it. We need to buy
things we should have gotten yEars ago that's why there a1·e so many gaps.''
Kelley said a recent article in the
AI b uq uerque Journal insinuating the
library was not taking proper care o£ the
collections almost discouraged a
prospective donor. Kelley said he assured
the donor "Our library is fireproof • , • we
have a fireproof vault."
Hazards
Last year, in an inspection of the library
by the Albuquerque :£i'ire Prevention

Bureau, the library was found to be not
quite f;reproof. One of the most dangerous
areas waa found to be the upper stacks.
"The archives section, which is in stack
nine, handles a number of things - our
New Mexicana collection, rare books and
maps," Kelley said.
Kelley said the special collections

"I think The Lobo should
help the library and not say
anything that would turn
donors away."
section at UNM "is one of the better ones
in the area/' According to the annual
report of Special Collection Librarian
Martin Ruoss, the collection contains
20,000 books, 71,000 maps, 13,000
photos and "one-half r.rJle of archives.==
The section had 5200 users in the past
year.

Fiesta Ends on Violent Note
Santa Fe, N.M. (UPI)-Hundreds of Fiesta
De San~ Fe celebrants turned on police late
Monday, hurling rocks and bottles at officers
and smashing 10 store front windows in the
Capital's central plaza.
All persons were ordered off the streets.
National Guard troops called out by Gov.
Bruce King joined city police in enforcing an
all-night curfew.
Ten persons were injured in the outburst.
Two remained hospitalized today. Police
jailed 24 young persons on charges of
inciting to riot and disturbing the peace,
"We will not tolerate unruly mobs," said
Mayor George Gonzales. "We have given
them the chance to go home, and we will
take any appropriate action to clear the
streets to protect the lives and property of
Santa Fe citizens!'
Police fired teargas into the crowd to
disperse them. Teargas was used later to
chase away the hangers-on, police said.
The disturbance began while 4,500
persons were ~elebrating the end of the
four-day fiesta. Two young groups began
fighting in one corner of the plaza and police
moved in to try to restore ordEr.
A flying whiskey bottle struck Assistant
Police Chief Fred Martinez. One young
pers-on got into a fight with a state
policeman. Martinez said members of the
crowd then began throwing "big rocks at
police officers."
"The police took a lot of abuse and used a
lot of restraint," Martinez said,
Gonzales said reports that persons were
pouring gasoline near the capitol and
surrounding buildings prompted him to ask
the governor to call out the National Guard.
Gonzales said apparently no attempt was
made. to burn down the state office
buildings.
But officials said they found a molotov
cocktail burning on a street near the capitol
complex.
King said he ordered about 40 guardsmen
to patrol the capitol complex area
throughout the night.
"It looks very quiet now, and we think
it'll stay that way," King said. "But we want
to make sure that things are under control.''
Police Chief Felix Lujan said there was no
looting during the disturbance. He said he
felt the outbreak was caused by outside
agitators. He said some came from
Albuquerque,· where National Guardsmen
were used to put down a riot last June 13.
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Former VIST Volunteer Coordingtes Strikers for Cesar Chavez

~yCAROLYNBABB

By RAY SCHWARTZ
Alternative Feature Service
SAN YSIDltO, Calif, (AFS)While a member of VISTA
(Volunteers in Service to
America), Margo Cowan was sent
from her native Tucson, Ariz, to
&condido, Calif, to help o.-ganize
the poor. The poor in Escondido
were practically all farm wm:kers.
So she bega~ organizing for the

{Editor's Note: The Source _will appear in The Lobo
weekly.)

Library Problems
The Lobo was asked last week, facetiously
but not without a ring of truth, whether this
year's paper would be "anti- or pro-library."
It looks like it's going to be another
anti-year. Not in the sense of badgering the
library staff, or universally condemning what
the library is or is not doing. But
anti-everything that prevents the library
from being an adequate scholarly resource
for students and faculty.
Factors holding back growth of the
library threw themselves at our feet in the
writing of the library acquisitions story
appearing on page 1 of today's Lobo.·
There is a serious lack of communication
between staff members of the library and

faculty members working on library
projects.
There is no unanimity or even an uneasy
concensus, between the library and gr~.duate
and undergraduate users of the library on
what are the most efficient and convenient
operating procedures.
There is no unanimity between the
administration, the faculty and the library
staff about the priorities in the growth of
the library in relation to other University
programs.
These problems need to be solved. Until
they are, or concrete solutions are in the
works, chalk up The Lobo as "anti-library."

Elections Commission
Governmental ethics "proscribe an
elections overseeing committee from
dallying in the policy-making aspects of an
election. However, the current and
prospective members of the ASUNM
Elections Commission this year don't seem
to see it that way.
The first meeting of this Commission, to
draw up plans for the Sept. 14-15 budget
referendum, bore all too many traces of
wishful policy-makers trying to impose their
will through the subtle leverage of election
regulations.
Item: One of the Commission designees,
whose confirmation will soon come up
before the Senate, said the budget should be
voted on in a bloc "now when you have a
chance to push it (the budget) through."
Item: Among the unspoken points of
contention in whether or not to divide the
budget question is the prophesied defeat of
disputed portions of the budget. Discussed
was how the government can best function if
defeat of these items cause the whole budget
to be defeated a third time.
Item: Ex officio member of the

Q. What the blankity·blank good is the blankity-blank
if we can't get any of our blankity·blank
classes? C.S.
A. Christopher Eng, assistant registrar, said about 7000
students going through pre-registration got all of their classes,
6000 getting less than what they wanted and others drawing
a complete blank. If you were one of the less fortunate ones
you may console yourself with the thought that it's UNM's
first try at pre-registration and they're bound to get better at
it (also, don't you remember what registration used to be
like?)
Q. If UNM is trying to become a pedestrian campus, why
is there no provision made for. walkers travelling from the
main campus to the Law School, physics and astronomy
building, or the School of Medicine.? J.F.
A. University Architect, Van Darn Hooker, said plans for
a pedestrian overpass across Lomas have been made for quite
a while, but $200,000 is needed to complete the project,
Plans are also "in the works" for filling in the arroyo that
isolates the Medic~! School and putting in a storm sewer
drain, he said, It is the city's job to put in crosswalks so that
pedestrians have a hettPr chan<'e of malting it across Lomas to
the Law School and Hooker said he would ask the city about
one. Landscaping is also planned for the no-man's land
between physics and astronomy and the Medical School.
If your walking habits have also been disturbed by the
many construction projects on the main campus be assured
the University architects did not deliberately plan the
obstacle course caused by the construction. They build
whenever they get the money.
Q. How much money will it eventually cost the city to
keep Yale Park closed until Sept. 25 when the 30 days are
up? G.R.
A. No one will ever know for certain. Deputy Police Chief
Jack Chappelle said he did not have the figures at the present
time, could not estimate when he would have them and when
he did get them they probably would not be broken down in
such a way that the cost of closing Yale park would be
available.
However, since the city was ordered to close the park Aug.
19 there have been anywhere from two to 12 or more police
guarding the park, some getting time and a half for working
overtime or on their days off. An Albuquerque attorney, Paul
Phillips, estimates the cost to be around $500 a day {four
officers per shift, three shifts at $25 a day, not including the
police vehicles or time and a half),
Q. Does UNM have any plans to provide married student
housing? Mr. & Mrs. B.
A. The University does provide married students housing
in the form of 20 apartments for $75 (utilities included). The
rent will go up to $95 in February. But don't get excited
there's a two-year waiting list.
(All questions should be directed to The Source c/o The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico, 87106. Please
include your name, address and telephone number, although
only initials will be used in the column. Questions will not be
answered by mail).
pre-registra1~ion

Editorial

Commission, ASUNM President Ken White,
argued for maintenance of the budget as a
single referendum question. While he is fully
entitled to sit on the Commission to help
certify election results his participation in
setting the guidelines for the voting on his
administration's budget is questionable.
All three items are highly inappropriate to
the functioning of an Elections Commission
charged solely with providing the ballot
boxes and tallying the results.
Any member who is to be seated on the
Commission should put aside his partisan
opinions when debating elections mechanics.
Hopes to defeat or save single items of the
budget are wholly immaterial reasons for
dividing a ballot question. White's
participation in the debate on the budget
election is a violation of the spirit, if not the
letter of the law, prohibiting Commission
members from being "involved in a
campaign during their term of office."
While the Elections Commission has taken
no official action ·in violation of their
non-political role, they show an unadmirable
tendency to abuse their authority.

BEMA: Local Group Praises Chavez Boycott
medical services, their own
bargaining agent and other things
the protection of a union can give.
Different Union
But this is a different type of
union - UFWOC is organized by
the farmworkers who have been
walking out of the fields since
19 6 5 and for these same
farmworkers and all others who
join them. Their efforts are truly
an example of self-determination.
Cesar Chavez himself was at
one time a farmworket, and
knows well what he speaks of
when he points to injustice against
"Cesar Chavez himself was the campesino. In 1952 he joined
the Community Service
at one time a farmworker, Organization, which was
beginning to organize the
and knows well what he Mexican • American workers and
give them legal aid.
Nine years later he resigned in
speaks of when he poi11ts to order
to return to his home in
Delano, Calif., and start a
injustice against the grassroots movement for
organization among the workers,
campesino."
and Chavez was named head of
the new alliance. Claiming some
farmworker has gained national 17,000 due paying members,
concern and the picket line:; are to this union. has won contracts with
be seen everywhere, encouraging a dozen growers, covering about
people only to buy produce with 8000 workers. Chavez is most
the black Aztec engle on the crate. famous for the Delano grape
This eagle symbolizes Cesal' pickers' strike, which began Sept.
Chavez and the United 11, 1965, a symbolic march 300
F.armworkers Organizing miles from Delano to Sacramento
Committee (UFWOC) which was in March 1966, and for his 25 day
formed to help the men il1 the fast in the winter of 1968 -- all
fields in gaining a decent living done in the name of the cause of
w:~ge, human housing cot.ditions,
the farmworker.
. Page2
By MARGARET GARCIA
For the Albuquerque
Boycott Committee
"Viva Ia huelga! Viva Ia causa!
Viva el campesino! Long live the
strike! Long live the cause! Long
live the farmworker!"
The cries for liberation of the
farmworker can be heard from the
fields in Salinas Valley to Center,
Colo., where the lettuce strike was
born to the boycott offices in
Denver, Philadelphia and New
York. The cause of the migrant

The Albuquerque Boycott
Committee has been meeting all
summer. We have leafletted and
picketted local grocers nearly
every Saturday, backed a Fiesta
Campesina where $150 was raised
and sent to Center, Colo.,
UFWOC headquarters, sponsored
a bi-lingual puppet show and sent
caravans of food and clothing to
the strikers in Center.
Plans for this fall are many.

Farm Workers Striking Tomato Growers

Scheduled Sept. 7 at 4 and 7 p.m. entertainment, Huelga buttons for
is our second Spanish • English sale, newsletters and people to rap
puppet show to be held in the to about what the lettuce boycott
New Mexico Union Theater. and UFWOC are all about. We
Donations are 50 cents per hope to have our table in the
person. Joanne Foreman does Union set up J:egularly throughout
Garcia · Lorca skits in Spanish and the year, , and more money·
the farmworker skits in English- raising activities.
not only entertaining but
Every student should be
educational. On the following day
concerned
with the plight of the
we will have a tally on the Mall
beginning at noon with speakers, farm worker.

News
Analysis

,,

i''

United Farm Workers Organizing
Committee (UFWOC). After
repeated warnings, Margo was
given the choice: stop organizing
farm workers (political activities
are taboo in VISTA), be
transferred to another area, or get
out of VISTA. Margo got out,
She is now based in San Ysidro,
and is one of Cesar Chavez' most
trusted helpers. She coordinates
strikers in UFWOC for all of San
Diego County, the only gringo to
be so honored in the farm workers
union,
Nerve Center
The UFWOC offices in San:
Ysidro are small' and crowded.
There are strike signs and posters
and UFWOC flags of all sizes in
abundance. The flag is red, with a
white circle in the center and a
black eagle inside the circle.
Pi:turcs of Cesar Chavez and
Emiliano Zapata are on the walls.
Signs shout, "Viva Zapata!"
"Viva Ia huelga!" "Viva Ia raza!"
"Viva Chavez!" There's one file
cabinet (broken, stuffed to the
brim) and two phones, usually in
constant use. One solitary bench,
very uneomfortable, is all there is
to sit on.
The office chairs are mainly
broken and one must be careful
not to lean over too far. It's hot
and clammy. Even the flies that
come in through the open
windows can't buzz too strongly.
Strikers
Out on 19th and Palm, strikers
are picketing some San Diego
tomato growers, Egger and Ghio.
Last Friday a scab wielding a
knife attempted to stab some
pickets. Just moments ago, an
unidentified green panel truck ran
into and through the ha,stily built
field "shrine" used by striking
workers.
Initial reports showed no
injuries. The police were called.
Would they act on it? The truck
had no license plates. More scab
tactics?
Margo takes me into the
storeroom a few houses down.
Canned goods, powdered eggs and
milk, but not nearly enough. She
shows me a carton of food. It

weighs about 25 or 30 pounds.
This must feed a family of strikers
fora week!
Big Families -~
Some favilies have as many as
10 persons in them. Farm workers
not only have wives and children
relying on them, but alSo-mothers
and fathers, aunts, uncles, cousins.
About 700 persons are being
helped by UFWOC daily with
food, clothing when it's available,
and medical service throuah the
new union plan, called the Robert
F. Kennedy medical plan. Bobby
Kennedy was a good friend of
Cesar Chavez. Chavez was at the
Biltmore when Kennedy was slain.
His union was recognized by
Kennedy, It won national
recognition because of Bobby's
help.
There are some seventy strikers
now attempting to stop the
tomato growers locally. No San
Diego grower has a union
contract. A strike is pending,
impending and imperative. It is
slow, long work organizing the
poor farm workers to stand up
and strike the only potential
source of money he knows. It
takes a lot of persuading. But the
farm worker has little to lose,
really. No housing, or if any is
given, it's shabby at best. The pay
is miniscule. Make any trouble
and your green card is revoked.
Inadequate Clinics
The farm worker and his family
are in constant need of medical

attention, Last week they put out
over $1000 for medical expenses
to families of farm workers. One
man had rotten and infected teeth
for five years, but would never see
a doctor. The jawbone had rotted
away, causing a cheek infection.
"Around here, people don't see a
doctor until they are going to
die!" Margo said.
Nu tr i tiona! deficiencies,
pneumonia and other chest
pToblems are the diseases usually
encountered. Many of the families
still live in Tijuana. They cannot
cross over to this country because

the father has the green card.
They need medical treatment
badly. The Tijuana clinics'! Not
nearly enough!
,
"Assembly bill 964 (Corey
D·SF) nearly killed us," Margo
says. "It would have outlawed
UFWOC by placing labor relations
and agriculture under a labor
relations board appointed by Gov.
(Ronald) Reagan, and you know
what that would mean." Though
defeated in committee, it was too
close for comfort. Over 3000 farm
workers demonstrated outside the
state building in Sacramento the

morning of the vote, It simply was
not voted upon. _
· Boycott Vodka
Three months- · ago UFWOC
declared a national boycott on
Heublein Coqioration. It's a
massive organization,
monopolizing American vodka
production and producing Italian
Swiss Colony wines, Jose Cuer;a
tequila, and ;more.' '!'he boycott _is
not widely known. It must gam
momentum.
UFWOC is now a na!!onal farm
workers organization.. Florida
growers are being hit, others in
New York State. More to come
everywhere farm workers get low
wages. But it's hard, slow,
sometimes unrewarding. The
police harru:.s the farm worker ·
strikers, Scabs use violence
whenever they can,
The outstanding rule is
non-violence in UFWOC. Recently
a field organizer was fired because
he tried to attack a scab who
threatened him with a
two·by·four, Non • violence is the
word of Cesar Chavez, and the
credo of UFWOC.
Mo'l[e to Mexico
LocaTiy, Egger and Ghio
tomato growers are threatening
striking farm workers that they'll
move all production to Mexico
and never hire the workers again.
But these threats are idle. UFWOC
has gained a tremendous victory
because of deals made between
the union and United Fruit
Company. United Fruit deals in
bananas from Nicaragua,
Guatemala, and other foreign
countries. UFWOC has the right
to organize outside this country.
If the growers want to move .to
Mexico, UFWOC will move with
them. And Mexico will share in
increased revenue from taxes.
Right now a court order bans
more than 30 pickets per strike
area. So don't go down to San
Ysidro to picket. UFWOC doesn't
need your body - they need ytmr
money, extra foods, clothirtg:
Fresh mi!k and meat at1.d eggs.

ATTENTION PARENTS!

TilE J(RASNOFF

Schoolof

FINE ARTS

INTRODUCES

A UNIQUE WEEK-DAY PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
AGES4-6
DIRECTED BY RON GREGORY, B.A., M.A.
ASSISTED BY FULLY QUALIFIED INSTRUCTORS
CLASSES WILL MEET MON. THRU FRI., 9:30-11:30 A.M.
THE PROGRAM WILL EMPLOY THE ART-FORMS OF

• DRAMA

• MUSIC

• DANCE

STRESSING: e DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD'S CREATIVE ABILITY
e DISCIPLINED RHYTHMIC MOVEMENT • CONFIDENCE,
ESSENTIAL FOR ACIDEVEMENT e AN INTRODUCTION
TO APPRECIATION OF ALL ART-FORMS
OPEN FOR ENROLLMENT DAILY 4:00-'7:00 P.M.
FOR INFORMATION AND INTERVIEW CALL 265-3262 or 265-8160
6101-05 ANDERSON & SAN PEDRO S.E.
South San Pedro Shopping Village

~:~,oi\J
l:::fS~:~

~QUIPMENT

invites you to truek on over

"/ am voting for tile incumbellt- I admire his resourcefulness, courage, straightforwardness, integrity, tenacity and administratii)(! ability in fiscal matters!"
NEW MEXICO LOBO
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ASUNJJ1 Budget Vote 100 Uruguayan Guerillas Escape
Second Tunnel Escape From Security Prison In Five Weeks
Will be 'All or Nothing',,~
MOTEVIDEO (UPI)- More
than 100 Tupamaros, including
whole, or on a line-by-line basis. their founder, tunneled their way
He - argued that continued out of prison before dawn
referendums on disputed portions Monday ill a spectacular mass
of the budget would ''further escape of Uruguay's u.rban
cheapen the image of student guerrillas which dealt a serious
government in the eyes of the blow to the hardline government
legislature,"
. of ]>resident Jorge Pacheco Areco,
The escape left u~1ly 30 to 40
ASUNM law provides that any
allocation that constitutes one Tupamaros in prison and
and one-half per cent or more of destroyed year.s of police work
the total yearly budget must be against what is the most successful
submitted to the voters. This year urban guerrilla movement in I,atin
·the amount is apprmdmately America.
Stunned, the government
$4000.
The 10 major classifications in censored the news for home
this year's budget are government consumption for seven and a half
expenses, executive agencies, ho1,1rs while Pacheco Areca met in
community and state affairs, long conferences with the
international affairs, scholarships, country's military chiefs and the
education, special services, ministers of defense and interior.
Finally, just after noon the
communications, student affairs,
government· announced the escape
and business office,
officially in a communique which
Push It Through
Speaking in favor of a bloc vote said that there was a conspiracy
on the upcoming budget, against the security of the state,
Elections Commission designee As soon as the escape was known,
.David Pitchford said the bloc Uruguayan police and troops
voting should be taken care of Goaled off tho entire Montevideo
"now when you have a chance to area, prohibiting all traffic in and
out of the city,
push it through."
Police Disbelief
Official action on the bloc
Police at first refused to believe
voting will be taken after the
that the escape had taken place
Commission is filled,
Voting on the budget will be when informed by a householder
Sept. 14·15 in the no:rth Ballroom held prisoner for nine hours
throughout the night as, one by
of the Union.
one,
the Tupamaros emerged into
Absentee Vote
The Commission also the middle of his living room from
tentatively decided to eliminate a tunnel running 40 yards from
absentee voting for the budget the Punta Carretas prison across
the street.
:referendum.
The Interior Ministry said that
The elections regulations
provide for absentee voting for 106 Tupama:ros and five common
criminals escaped through the
"members of athletic groups,
preciselyengineered tunnel,
chartered organizations who will
be absent from the campus clue to lined with plastic coated
official campus business and any cardboard- the second tunnel
other excuses deemed legitimate escape by Tupamaros from a
maximum security prison in five
by the Elections Commission."
weeks.
An informal concensus of
Last July 30, 38 women
Commission members h1dicated
members
of the organization
that since no official off-campus
escaped
from
a woman's prison in
University functions were
scheduled for Sept. 14·15 the same way,
Among those who escaped this
absentee balloting procedures
time
was Raul Sendic, a
:~ui~k~: o~nthec~!~7u~e~0 vote 34-year-old former law student
who founded the "National
Music Recital
Liberation Front" in 1963. The
A recital by the UNM music organization is better known as
department will be given Sept. 15
at 8:15 p.m. in Keller Hall,
Admission is $1 for the public and
50 cents for students.
~:a

The ASUNM ·budget will be
submitted to the vote Sept, 14·15
as a single "yes-no" referendum
question, the ASUNl\4 Election
Commission tentatively decided
Friday.
Two members of the
Commission attempted to have
the question divided, with
students able to vote on each of
the 10 major sub-classifications of
the $240,589.09 budget
separately,
The 3-2 decision by the
Elections Commission was not
official because the group is not
fully empanelled. It now has only
three of its five members, however
two appointments are pending in
Senate.
Twice Defeated
Elections Commission member
Karen Sampson favored dividing
the question. "If we have to vote
on it, we should do it as fairly as
possible,"
She said a divided vote would
enable government officials to see
which allocations caused the
dissatisfaction that defeated the
budget twice last spring.
The budget to be voted on in
two weeks is identical to the one
defeated in May by a scant five
votes with less than 400 students
voting.
An earlier version of the budget
was defeated in the Spring general
election 978 to 722.
Cheaper Image
Earlier in the hour-long meeting
ASUNM President Ken White,
sitting in as an ex-officio member
of the Commission, said there was
no precedent at any level of
government for voting on
administrative budgets, as a
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Black Political
Movement

Legends

Films

There will be an organizational
meeting of Students for
Envi:ronme ntal Action at the
Ecology Information Center,
1417 Central N.E. at 7 p.m. Sept.

The Mime Experiment, an
avant•garde theatrical group
unique in the Southwest, is
expanding its repertoire to
complete play form with 25 to 30
new openings available.
The troupe will hold try·outs
for "Legends- Dark and Light"
Sept. 11 at 7 p.m. at the Krasnoff
School at 6101 Anderson S.E. off
San Pedro. .Dennis Liberty, a
UNM student, will direct the play,
The play, which is based on the
legend of Barbara Allen, concerns
a witch·boy who turns human to
marry his sweetheart.

AMISTAD will be showing
"Rebel Without a Cause" Sept. 8
and "The Wild One" Sept, 9 in
the Union theater. Show time is 6,
8 and 10 p.m.

Topics of discussion will be
setting a work schedule and
arranging projects members would
like to work on,

429-001

MWF 12:80·1:20 Educ. 206

•

429-002

Women's Golf Team

Black Experience

MWF 8:30-4:20 Educ. 204
3 hours credit for each class

I
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There will be a meeting at the
south University golf course for
girls interested in playing on the
women's golf team Sept. 7, at 3
p.m. If you can't attend the
meeting leave your name and
phone number at Carlisle Gym for
Miss Britz.

KRASNOFF School of FINE ARTS
RUSSIAN CLASSICAL

BALLET
NATALYA KRASNOFF
Instructor and Director
Founder of

THE ALBUQUERQUE BALLET COMPANY
Student of
FOKINE ~MIKHAIL

MICHEL
MORDKIN
BRONISLAVA NIJINSKA
Classes for All Ages-AU Stages of Development
BEGINNERS thru ADVANCED, PROFESSIONALS-TEACHERS
Private Instruction in VOICE • PIAN 0
Classes in

I

Ecology

7.
•

in my living room.
" •• , As they came out, they
would el\ange clothes and then
pass through a hole they had
kno.clced in the wall to a house. in
the back."
He .said the Tupamaros treated
him and the others "correctly.''
_riled outside Rial's home was a
stack of prison uniforms,
including underwear, pants, shirts
and shoes. The escaped men were
believed to have been driven away
in two txucks and a bus. Police
sources said that one of the truclcs
was found four hours later,
Rial said that the entire
operation was carried out by from
eight to 10 Tupamaros, including
a woman. They used portable
radios to keep in contact with
those still in the prison.
A gove.rnment official
commented privately after the
escape that it could "shake the
foundations" of the Pacheco's
government, Only last week the
president announced that his
government would meet "violence
'vith violence.''
Turned to Dust
"With this escape, all of the
police work for years has turned
into dust," the official said,
"We're back at zero again.'' •
The escape comes just two and
a half months before presidential
elections scheduled in this small
South American country for Nov.
28. Pacheco, 51, a politically
obscure vice president who took
office when the late President
Oscar Gestido died in 1967, wants
to run again but needs a
constitutional amendment to
make him eligible,
There are eight other
candidates including Nationalist
former army officer, Liber
Seregni, 54, of a leftist coalition
known as The Broad Front, which
the Tupamaros support.
.Although the news of the
escape was not officially
announced until after noon, it
nevertheless spread quickly by
word of mouth. Among those
who escaped with Sendic were
Alberto Jorge Candam Grajales,
Luis Martinez Platero and Hector
Amodio Perez, all Tupamaros
leaders.
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Foundations of
Education
Black Studies Program

the Tupamaro.s, after an Inca
leader Tupac Amaru who carried
out an unsuccessful uprising
against the Spaniards in Peru,
Five Hostages
Sendic has been in prison since
August 1970 when he was
captured after the organization
kidnaped and killed · Dan A.
Mitrione, a U.S. police adviser to
the Urguguan government. The
ol'ganizatiotl is presently holding
five hostages, including British
Ambassador Geoffrey Jackson,
56, kidnaped last January,
Bill Rial, 30, told UPI how he
watched as the escaped prisoners
emerged from a tunnel through
his Jiving room floor, changed
their prison clothes for others and
then went thl,'ough a hold
knocked in the wall of his .h01,1se
into the back of another on an·
adjoining street WheH the last one
had gone, he telephoned the
police.
"I called the police at
approximately 4:10 a.m., but
they wouldn't believe me," Rial
said.
"They told me, 'It can't be.
Wait a minute and we'll call the
prison.' Then an officer told me:
'At the prison, they say
everything is quiet.' "
The house belongs to Rial's
mother, .Dolores Casteillo de Rial,
a journalist on the evening
newspaper "El Diario". He said he
was home alone at about 7 p.m.
Sunday when a young man
)mocked at his door and told him
when he answered: "Stay calm, I
am a Tupamaro and we're going
to use ypur house.''
"At first I thought it was a
joke, but when I saw another
man, I let them in," Rial said
Rial said that he, his mo~he:r,
his girl friend and two neighbors
who arrived later were held
prisoner during the entire nine
hours which the operation took.
Digging Sounds
".During those nine hours, they
didn't even d:rink a drop of coffee,
although I offered them some ,"
Rialsaid.
"It's incredible that no one
heard them because around
midnight we could hear digging
sounds and they came up exactly

Veterans' Checks
All veterans attending UNM
under the GI Bill and all students
attending under the .Dependents
Educational Act who have not
:registered with the Veterans
Affairs Office should do so
immediately in order to receive
their checks.

Chern. Engineering
Dr. Richard Traeger of Sandia
Laboratories will conduct a
chemical engineering graduate
seminar Sept. 8 at 3:30 p.m. in
electrical engineering 219.
His topics will be "An Engineer
Looks at the Aging of Plastics"
and "The Use o£ Plastics in
Separation.''

BROtheRS mUSIC
&

RecoR() exchanGe
used records and

instruments

:MOD. JAZZ • DRAMA • MIME

For Information: 2(i5·3262 or 265·8150
6101-05 ANDERSON & HAN PEDRO S.E.
(several minutes from UNM)

Fore!
The UNM Community College
will offer beginning golf Saturdays
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the UNM
south golf course. The
Community College is now
registering persons· at 805 Yale, 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.
•

Buv Sl!:LL OR TRADE
Ph. 242~3745
1831 Central NW

WE

Puppet Show
The Las Chicanos organization
is sponsoring a Spanish • English
puppet show Sapt. 7 at 4 and 7
p.m. Admission is 50 cents and
profits will go to the migrant farm
workers under Cesar Chavez'
UFWOC.

Scholarship Recital.
A music scholarship recital will
be given in Keller Hall on Sept. 12 '
at 8:15 p.m. Admission is $1 for
the public and 50 cents for
l!,tUdents.

New Mexico Lobo
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Quicksilver Grows Stale
Quic:ksilver Messenger Service
told us to "take another hit of
fresh air" Sunday night in
smoke-filled Johnson Gym, and it
was just as impossible to take a hit
of fresh music from what they
were handing out.
Quicksilver is one of those
groups who have outlived their
reputation. It's based mainly on
their great first album, and their
ability to recall the early days of
San Francisco psychedeliaQMS, along with the Grateful
Dead, Jefferson Airplane, and Big
Brother & the Holding Company,
were the Big Four that got the
American scene moving after the
British shock wave. While the
Dead and the Airplane are among
the very best at this time, Big
Brother and QMS are scrambling
just to keep up.
Quiclcsilver served up some
golden oldies Sunday, lots of
amplification, and precious little
excitement. I suppose we desert
teenies were expected to swoon at
the mere mention of the fabled
QMS nl1mP., but in fact when the
house lights came on at the end
fewer people were there than
during the first two groups' sets.
Some had crowded onto the floor,
but obviously there were some
content to leave befo:re
Quicksilver finished.
Which isn't to say that it wasn't
a good concert, As excitement
and energy go, it wasn't even one
of the best five or six in
Albuquerque this year. But the
"warm-up" groups, War and
Ballin' Jack, produced a couple of
hours of really fine music,
War was up first, for their
second appearance in this citybut this time without Eric
Burdon, the English blues man
and ex-Animal who spotted the
group's talent and decided to use
his name to give them a push.
Their music is quite similar to
what they did last December with
Burdon, which proves either his
influence on them or that he was
letting them call the shots when
they were working together.
At any rate, they showed what
was obvious even then- that they
are possessed by original musical
emotions and quite capable of
holding a stage with anyone else
who feels the music is more
important than the show. Most of
thei:r visual impact lies with the
clowning of the more - than •
hefty congas drummer; the
group's strength was in its rather
Jow·key approach. They realize
they don't have the personnel or
the type of music that knocks you
on your ass, so they proceed to
cook along until their
Understatement has reached a
point of tension when the
explosion is unstopable. It takes
them a while to get there, but
they lay so much fine music down
on _the way that it's rarely a
boring trip.
The finish to their last two
numbers felt like a ride on an
out· of- control locomotive. The
last regular number featured the
harp player and the sax man, then
three-fourths of the encore was
turned over to the harp guy and
he blew his damn brains out.
War's albums don't put him up
front enough, but fortunately
they've got the good sense to turn
him loose in concert, As happened
last December, be darn near stole
the show from all the other
polished musicians in the group.
Ballin' Jack was introduced as
"the greatest live group in the
country," or something like that,
and that's not too much of an
exaggeration. Though their music
is excellent, they come on
strongest ·.-isually and
emotionally.
The group's leader seems to be
the bass player, who wore a white
long-fringed outfit and played a

e

to
(playing at the Hiland Theater)
entomological
is a barely • fictionalized rap footage around some sort of
about Insects, their seemingly drama, but in choosing the
in finite adaptability to conflict of Man and Insect they
environmental change.s, and the obscured the real point, which
likelihood that they will is that man's enemies are not
outlive Man on the earth. The . the Insects but his own
fictional narrator, Nils attitude toward them.
Hellstrom, Ph.D., is
The movie is derinitely worth
tremendously excited about seeing, Hellstrom aside, the
these things and dwells on such film is entirely made up of
facts as the increasing magnificent close-up
ineffectiveness of insecticides photography of the insect
with apocalyptic glee,
world a microcosm of
Hellstrom believes that eons resplendent color, elaborate
of evolution have come down ritual, predatory violence - a
at last to a battle • to • the • world of infinite variety and
death between two "species," de ta i I, purposeful and
Man and the Insects. The mindless.
struggle is over the earth's food
"The Hellstrom Chronicle"
supply, and Man's chances of will offend anyone who cannot
winning are very slim. Man will s~and Lhe thought that Man
lose the battle - the film may not be the apple of the
claims- because he cannot live Creator's eye. But there is a
in harmony with the further point here for those
environment but only in who can see it: the Creator's
opposition to it. Insects, on the eye is Man's own, and the film,
other hand, live in balance with which is a paean to the insect,
their surroundings.
is also a tribute to the eye
In view of this, Hellstrom's which watches them. If
obsession with a "battle" verbally the film is critical of
between Man and Insect is a human reason, visually it
sign of madness, si:nce he is celebrates the perception of
promoting the very myth he beauty which only Man can
believes will destroy us. The enjoy.
producers of the film
Carl Christensen

Photo by (,'huclc Feil
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clear instrument- literally and
musically. The guitar player is one
of the most spaced·out looking
dudes you ever saw and somehow
looks as· though he should be
playing almost any other
instrument; as it was, he usually
laid back to the bass and filled in
with a weird chicken • scratch
type playing,but when he decided
to cut loose he proved to be really
strong and inspired. Very strange
set-up. One of the ho:rn men
looked like a prototype of the
sexy . l'n~k ~t•p<>~:St.ar, _while the
other looked like the high school
basketball team's manager I water
carrier. They're a strong group
who played their visuals up to the
maximum and emerged.· -:!s . 3.!1
outstanding stage act. A joy to
watch while you're enjoying
listening.
The bass player can't help but
remind you of Sly Stone. He kept
up a brotherhood • be free • work

together type rap that put the
crowd in the palm of his hand. He
especially ·went after this in the
encore number, and got the
already - standing crowd to raise
their arms and join hands, jump
and yell. It's too bad the good
vibes dissipated so quicklyfights broke out during the
Quicksilver set, and they did
nothing to try to cool things.
Redbone did not show
"because of illness," it was
announced, and it was promised
they would come some time in
the next couple of months and put
on a $1 concert. Since Johnson
Gym's usual seating capacity is
slightly over 6000, there must
!la'!e been around 7000 there
Sunday evening, considering the
packed floor, If you left early,
avoiding Quicksilver and the bad
vibrations, you enjoyed a fine
concert.
Charles Andrews
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

POPEJOY HALL ~h~ CLASSICS THEATER
Present
SHAKESPEARE'S Towering Tragedy

9:00 AM·7:00 PM

Prescriptions filled
· Sunglasses
Repair Service
Skilled Frame
Fitting
MastE!r Charge &:
BankAmericard

CASEY OPTICAl
next to Casey's Rexall Drug
4312 lomas NE

255-6329

Tuesday, September 7, 1971

Adults-$3.00, 2.50, 2.00
Children, High School and under- 112 Price
UNM Students, Faculty, Staff-

Sept. 16, 17, 18-8:15' P.M.
MATINEE Sept. 19---2:15 P.M.

Tickets Available Now~TeL 277·3121
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Lobo Sports Analysis

Lobbies-Athletic Departments
Merge
in
-~fin3:nce Game
wa:y-

By MARK SANCHEZ
Universities and colleges around
the country have fallen on hard
times. Coupled with legislative
cutbacks and a drop in
endowments from alumni,
colleges throughout the country
are currently feeling the squeeze
of a minor recession which hit all
aspects of campus funding;
athletics included.
College athletics experienced
their heyday from the late 50's
until just recently with large
universities experiencing
phenomenal growth. Larger
stadiums, arenas and players
stimulated greater spectator
interest and contributed to the
growth of many athletic
departments. In many cases the
growth of the department
coincided with the won·lost
record of the major teams.
UNM's Growth
The growth began at UNM in
1958 with Coach Marv Levy
producing winning football teams
by bringing players like Don
Perkins .and Chuck Roberts to the
then Skyline Conference school.
That era was followe~ by .a Levy
mo.re .to the Umvers1ty of
Cabforma _!lt Berkeley and the
advent of Bill Weeks who took the
w(\Ifpack t o thr.~e sraig
t · ht WAC
, crowns and tq It s lowest depths
since 1892.
During Weeks' career as head
coach, however, the school
experienced fantastic growth in
student enrollment and athletic
prestige. In that time University
stadium was built and the sports
scene shifted from the main
campus down to the South
Campus, as football with Lobo
performers like Bobby Santiago
wowed them in Albuquerque.
·

~uart~rs
.Package Liquor

SCHLITz··
3.84 case

.96 6-pk

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.

Basketball fortunes were down.
and Bob King was hired and
presented with the task of
molding the UNM courtmen into
winners- after more t.han a
decade as losers. He pulled the job
off and received a new arena as his
reward.

program with .nol'm~l. _salary_
adjustments, icnreased cost per
grant· in • aid, etc.'' The Board
sent to the Legislative Finance
committee the same
recommendations for UNM
athletics had received for the
previous three years, New Mexico
S tate received a fin a I
recommendation from the BEF of
$274,000,
Jockeying at the Legislature for
money became the pdme concern
of institutions around the state
who in the past counted on an
appropriation as a way of life not
as a .co~petitive aim against other
special mterest groups. Last year
the lobbyists realized they had
better come up with some slick
arguments for money or they
weren't going to get any, from the
General Appropriations bill.
As a resu_lt, Ho~e ~ill 300
ended up fbp floppmg Its way
between committees until it
finally reach~d the joint Senate·
_HO!!fie comrmttee near the end of
the session. The joint committee,
came up with the final budge~. In
thnt buclgElt UNM rece1vecl
$200,0~0 and State received in
the. neighborhood of $270,000;
attributed to the Las . Cruces
Basketball kept the athletic schools smalle_r gate pate, ntial_. .
department alive. WAC
N
M
St t
1
Championships in '64 and '68
ew
exico
aes orJgma
kept the Athleti'c Department request to the BEF was for
$384,000. The final BEF
above water and the pit full of recommendation was $274,000.
people.
The gate potential for athletics at
The department, partly though the -~utllern school deg~~"!Sed
the help of the legislature and even further when Athletic
partly through the . help of the Director Louis Henson dropped
Lobo Club, kept enthusiasm alive wrestling and gymnastics from the
and pocket books open for the inter. collegiate sports list at the
UNM athletic fortunes.
...:hvo~, vlaciug them on club
Since 1968 the Board of status. The students at the school
Educational Finance had allocated also hacl a hand in determini!lg
$167,000 per year to the Athletic some policy toward athlet1es
Department's · of UNM and New when they rejected a proposed
Mexico State. On February ninth new stadium. The rejection along
this year the Board recommended with NMSU's entry into the
to "maintain. the present level of Missouri Valley Conference made

-kilew ·or a
to get the U;
money. Cutbakcs became a way
of life for UNM even before a
national trend of cutbacks was
realized, In that respect UNM was·
ahead of everybody, The only
t_hing that remained constant was
basketball.

Spend

LIMIT

New facilities reached a peak
last year when the athletic
department building was
1 t d
M d
f ·l·t·
camp e e •
o ern acii Jes
which include carpeted locker
ro 0 ms, sauna baths, and
recreation rooms stand as a
tribute to more than a decade of
dedicated growth,'
The Change
In 1968, an obscure English
teacher created a furor by using
poems by Leonore Kandel,
notably "Love Lust" as examples
in a freshman English class. The
~gislature and the community
felt the need for some reprisals
against the University and held an
antagonistic view of the school
that i& only now dying away. lt
started a reactionary attitude of
state officials against the school in
general and in particular the
various departments studied by a
legislative investigating
committee, obstensibly for the
improvement of education at
State institutions of hig_her
learning but again in particular
UNM.
Educational autonomy held out
for the most part, but Legislators

I
I

it imeprative they retain their
major college status, at least in
c:~libre of players in the major
sports - football and basketball;
ergo the dropping of the two
non·drawing sports in order to
produce a few more scholarship&
for the two major sports and cut
down on expenses of two sports
that just didn't pay,
·Results··· ·
The result of . the political
maneuvering set the stage for
more to come next spring when
athletic departments around the
state will realize the value of
~bbie!!!_ _
Nearly all of the solons at the
Capital can agree on one thing; a
winning Ll!am. It is alot easier to
allocate money for a winner than
it is for a loser. With UNM looking
topgh in football and New Mexico
State looking strong in basketball,
and if they have winning seasons
it will be easy for the legislature
to allocate money for some
improvements in their respective
programs.
The possibility of lobbies
including city representatives and
contractors can't be ruled out
until the people of a town
approximately the size of Las
Cruces either approve or blunt an
attempttohaveastadiumbuilthi
the city on a bond issue.
The emergence 0 f
pro·basketbal.l into the Duke City
rna~ be. evident at the next
sess1on, m fact may be counted
upon, as pro interests i!l the state
have never been h1gher and
in~uence in the ca~ital may h~lp
brmg about a possible franchtse
to the state before the ABA and
~he NBA merg!l. A merger ~auld
JUSt about nullify an expansion or
transferring club since the NBA
restrictions on city size and
support w o uld eli mi nate
Albuquerque.

UNM Cop Force Grows
With I ncreased Enrollment

1500 SAN PEDRO, N.E.

Insurance
Special Rates For:
I. Drivers Under 25

2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel
4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available

256-3518

Tod Kline, suffering from an operation he underwent earlier this
summer will lead the blocking from the center of the line this year as
an All·WAC lineman.

VAN'S PLACE
POOL - SNOOKER

106 Cornell
268-2300

Back.To School Special
1 free 8 track tape with purchase
10 hours of play at 60¢ per hr.

The UNM
Thunderbird

The Law School Admission
Test will be given Oct. 16, Dec.
18, Feb. 12, April 8, and July 29.
Candidates should secure a copy
of the Bulletin of Information
which includes sample questions
and the registration form at the
UNM Testing Center.

Students wait in line outside
University College and Counseling
center on the first day for adding
and dropping classes. Deadline for
drop•add is Sept. 11.

Correcting Mistakes

had to get in shape for my campus
registration like it was an athletic
event," said Eng. "Berkeley for
example is supposed to be
something like a land rush."
Walter summed up
pre-registration as "an individual
experience which was either a step
side • ways, backward or forward,

u
~·=··~
1600 Central SE

• I

I
I

depending on where one stood."
"Overall, in the context we
operated, pre • registration was a
success. We have a solid
foundation to build on for the
future now. We had to break the
ice and make some strides in this
direction," said Eng. "We're
satisfied."

a'5
Sandwich Shop
.

842 736

.o

'10ft.•Sol,

{o;,·cr 2~ dtfTcrcnl
11 AM.·'J AM.
un~ht.idu.'1) Sun.. 11 A.M·f 1-M.

GSA
Budget Election
Today Only
Budget Total

Art and literary magazine
would like your art, poetry,

Women's Workshop

$21,827.70

fiction, photography etc.
for it's September edition.

A "Women's Worry Workshop''
will register interested UNM
women for classes in problems
confronting modern women Sept.
8 from 8 :30·9 :30 p.m. at the First
United Presbyterian Church, 823
Copper N.E. There will be a $1
registration fee:

Contributiops may be turned in
at Journalism Toom 205.
I.

Work submitted by September 20,
will be considered for the
September Edition.
Work turned in after that date
will be considered for
subsequent issues.
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By J.,ESLIE WADDY
From the standpoint of the
registrar's office, pre-registration
wa& largely a success.
"We had a hard time convincing
people that were completely
pre-registered that there was
nothing elne to it," said
Christopher Eng, asaistant
registrar.
"It was my eighth registration
and I can't recall one lik!l it. The·
.first day of appointments people
zipped right in and we went
through the day with no breaks,"
said Eng. "For the ones that
hadn't pre·registered however, it
was bad. The second day of
registration was like Friday or
Saturday of regular registration."
"For 7000 people there was a
100% improvement. 6000 were
partially pre-registered," Eng said.
Administering
He said pre-registration posed
more problems for registrars than
it did for students.
"Everything was on a tight
timetable. Things were hurried
and hectic with many sleepless
nights1" said Eng. "We knew we'd
make 1t though."
Bill Walter of the registrar's
office commented that UNM's
pre-registration was more
successful than Arizona State's.
"Arizona State has been on
pre-registration for quite a while.
Yet our system, which is still in an
experimental stage, was
percentage • wise better than
theirs."
Both Eng and Walter feel it will
be better next semester.
Plans
"There will be less people
changing their minds from fall
semester to spring than viceversa. People tend to change their
minds a lot over the summer.
Therefore the .number of adds and
drops, which are high this
semester, will be reduced. We
:;hould get a large number of
satisfied people from next
semester's pre-registration. After
having gone through the ground
work, we can now consoldiate our
position," said Eng.
Eng feels a major improvement
in pre-registration is taking it
away from an athletic system of
seeing who has the best
perseverance and stamina.
"I can remember feeling like I

Law Tests

of $6.00 coupon. Good for

Experienced Handling ol
Hare/ to Place Insurance

protection from younger
personnel. I think we need more
of them. I'm hopeful of enlarging
our force as enrollment
increases," he said.
Equipment
Some of the equipment on
hand for use by the campus police
include four patrol cars (one
unmarked), two three· wheelers,
walkie • talkies and other radio
equipment, .38 caliber sidearms,
12 guage riot guns, three types of
tear gasses and mace, and
chemical analysis equipment for
the detection of drug:;.
Although the "transient"
population last summer was the
largest he'd ever seen at UNM,
Cairnes hasn't been plagued with
the troubles the Albuquerque
Police have had, such as the heavy
amount of shoplifting that has
occurred in the shops across the
street from Yale park.
St:reet People
"Take, for example, that stir·up
last semester over unathorized
personnel ("transients") using the
Union's facilities. It isn't our job
to decide who should be able to
use the Union and who shouldn't.
That's Curtis' (Vern Curtis, Union
director) job.
"The campus police are
concerned only with maintaining
the laws governing conduct, such
as destroying furniture, using
drugs, stealing, etc."
"If someone is found breaking
the law, he is arrested and held
over for trial by Municipal Court.
Whether or not he is a student
makes no difference, as far as I'm
concerned," he said.

UNM Police Chief Jack Cairnes'
policy on the growing number of
students is a growing number of
c:~mpus policemen. The addition
of seven officers. last year has
brought the total force to 24, the
largest yet.
"The extra men not only
provide needed help with the
traffic congestion on campus, but
they also help a great deal with
providing . building security and
protection for students, especially
at night, around the dorm areas,"
Cairnes said.
Not only are there more of
them, but they are better trained
than ever before.
A minimum of three years of
police experience is needed before
an application is even considered.
After acceptance to the force, the
new officer is sent to the new law
enforcement agency in Santa Fe
for a two·week course that
includes: qualification with the
.38 caliber pistol, the 12 guage
shotgun, and the .30·.30 carbine.
Crowd Control
Also included are courses in
crowd psychology, self defense,
and a course in the handling of
four types of tear gas (dispensed
in powder, aeresol, cloud, and
stream, depending upon the
weather and the crowd).
Two of the officers have
completed this course, and two
more will be in the next session.
Cairnes said a younger (average
age is 25 ), better trained police
force is needed on a fast· growing
campus such as UNM.
"We think that the people can
receive . better service and

Lyle Talbot
Agen'?y, Inc.

All WAC Center

l

'Will no Longer be Athletic Event,' Says Eng

j256-35~81

Student Auto

UNM Pre-registration 'Succeeds'
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Vote At
Student Union Bldg.
8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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World
News
By United Pren International

South Viet11a111 Protest

I

SAIGON - Another disabled Vietnamese war veteran set
himself on fire Monday to protest President Nguyen Van
Thieu's one man election campaign, government sources
reported. Thieu held his ninth conference with U.S.
Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker on the political turmoil.
Sketchy reports reaching Saigon did not identify the war
veteran nor make clear whether he died when he doused his
clothing with gasoline in the Mekong Delta town of Soc
Trang, 90 miles southeast of Saigon. It was the fourth such
fiery protest in three weeks.
Another symptom of the simmering political unrest which
has threatened open violence cropped up Monday in Saigon
when the 13-member opposition social bloc said it would
make every effort "through legal means" to stop the Oct. 3
election. It also called for financial aid for flood-stricken
North Vietnam.

•

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES: 'lc Pllr word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad Is to
run five or mote consecutive days with
no changell thll rate is reduced to 611
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
2()5, afternoons preferably or mall.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. S710G

TERMS: Payment :must be :made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

I)

5)

PERSONALS

DOG CIT\" PETROLEUM, no rJp..ofl', cars
repaired, entdnes rebuilt, welding, Corner Coal and ~E~Ith. !l/10
ORTHODOX UAJIA'l FIRESIDES, Fri·
d:~:r nlghtJ '1:3!.1, 521 S.t.•ru•·•• nE, ~'\pt.
31G. !<'or information or transportation
call 242·483\l, or write P.O. Box 737,
Albu., 87103. 9/7
AGORA-When...:..yo;,...u_n_eed-:--c;o--m-e"="bod-:-y-to:--:l:-;-ls•
t<'nJ we'll be there. Talking, rcnaoning
nnu coffee no extra. Any twenty-four
hours. Northwest Mrn!lr Mesa Viata.
277·3013, 9/10
DON'T JUST STAND THERE I Do something l Uclp our students by tutoring
bll!llil subjects 2 hrs. a wellk. We nelld
you. lSRAD Dalllc Educl\tlon. 21i00 Ccn•
tral SE. 277•31ill.
WANTED: TranspMtatlon t& Old T()wn
School. Car pool. 2GG-4670. 9/'1
ikGoVERNFORPRESI-D~E-N-~-.-S-w~d-m_u_

for McGovern nC(..'Ils your .help. 243-2119,
9/10

2) LOST & FOUND
LAD11'1S WATCJl ncar the T(>TlniJJ C.ourlq
can 277·4088. !1/10

3)

SERVIC~E~S~----------

RIDERS FOR CARPOOL, Corrales. S!lB34~7 evcnlnr.-a. !l/3.
STUDY MIME with 'the Kraanotr School.
Enroll now. Information: 21lu·Slli0.
PliO'fOGRAPllY COURSE, Jnte11.!1lve In·
dlvldunlb.cd lnsttuetion In !undntnentals,
or tnll(lrNI t.o your pr(!S~t level or
Mllk-vcrncnt, by nerious 'professional.
Ht'llVJf practice ln excellent dnrkroom.
Lecture$, dbcu~sions, nrgurnents, fleld
trip!l, crilitiUc:J. Limit«! to eight very
scrlou.'l ncrsoll!l. V cry ncar UNM. Cnll
2Gli·2444. U/U
BIBLE iND"GR~iEK~~~rse~ tot~;~;m:
RcJ.:Istcr now. Christian Student. Center.
NE. 26u-4312
!J/10
103 Gir"rd
....................
...........__
...
STUDY MIME with THE MIME EXPERIMEN'l'. Enroll now. Information:
=?~~~·Siu().. !.1/!l
.
B-W, COLOR, TV REPAIR, ''In Your
IIorn<rl'' $2,0.<l~lee. 268-7616. !)f!J
TUTORING IN HUMANlTIE~pee)ally
psychology,_ r.ociology and Bngllsh. Cull
2!14·0417. tJ/ll
FiN1t~"oLD FAsmoNr-m PoliTn.A.IT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wcdd.insr, You or
~atevcr. 242·71iti8•. 0/7
4} }'ORRENT
----·~-="•--

~·--'-'"

~

----=..oo...~~'='=~-~~~-c=_-o""'

FORSALE

SHffiTS l Flornls, Solids!. stripes, Prlnts,
Knlto. Allin your size. LObo Men's Shop.
2120 Centro,} SE. 243._-G:...!J.:..Ii4:.:.·---1060 CADILLAC HEARSE. New tires, new
muffi<·<ti, i'.-trnc.k F1.I ;:;terro tape del!!'
with 6 tnPilS, $860. 282·1i283,
NEED IlOUSING? Mobile Homes !rom
$2,000. Cnll AMDII 261i·57'18. !J/14
COMPLETE LUDWIG TRAP SET, zeldgcn
symbol, like new. Cnll 242-1669, 9/7
191i0 CHEV. PICKUP. New rebuilt motor.
$360. 2GG·3719 after 5:30.
WEAVING IS PUN! Learn to weave wall
hangings, hand bnga, bclt.o ete. 4 harness
tapestry loom, SZG:oo. lnkie $14. Instruction. 2G8-63G2. 9/7
FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS. Thelle units have AM-FM stcroo
reccivera W/8 track player, Also come
complete w/scparatc deluxe Garrard
chanter &: four speaker oystem. $109.Uii
t'a!lb or terms. United Freight Sales. 3920
San 1\latoo NE. Open 9 till !J, ttn.
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
Singer Sewing Machines. These machlneJ have never been t!Scd and are
C<IUippcd w/zlg-zall', make buttonhole,
ete. wm bC sold for $49 eaeh, cash or
tt'r:ms. United Freight Sale. 3920 San
Mntco NE. Open !J til !J. ten

6)

EMPLOYMENT

l•ART-'I'IME HELP. AlllllY' In person at
Dct- Wicnctschnitze~ 4201 Central NE or
u810 Meni\Ul NE. 9t'1
HELP WANTED part time. Eveninm~, G.
10 pm. Mon·Thura. IC intermtcd call 842•
BGiiO. Ask tor Charley Eaeheche, 9/7
WANTED: Creative seamstress, your own
hours. Call Sarah 243·4021. 9/'1

1> ~ ~USCELLANEOUS

.~

•I

Homegrown, a local band, played on the mall last Friday. They
are (from left) Dick Rubin, guitar; Elaine Newman, singer; Andy
Giomi, guitar; Tony Matteuc.ci, drums; and Si McCahon, piano.

Mall Entertainment

Nixon Hails Response .t9 Policies
THURMONT, Md. (UPI)President Nixon hailed the
"overwhelming response" to his
· b elt - t'1ght enmg
· po1'1~1es
•
economic
Monday and appealed for reVJval
of the competitiv~ spirit and pride
of ~orkmansh1p that made
Amenca great.
The President's. Labor Day
address to the nation, broadcast
by radio from a small cabin near
the main lodge on the Camp
David mountain retreat, was
countered by a harsh attack by
AFL-CIO President George Meany
in a later radio speech from
Washington.
Meany blasted Nixon's
programs as "a form of socialism
for big business" and vowed that
organized labor would press for
rejection of his tax cut proposals
when congress returns from a
summer recess Tuesday.
The President made only a
passing, veiled reference to
Meany's steady criticism in a
12-minute broadcast stressing
widespread public support of his
wage-price freeze and urging
greater productivity to c;:urb
inflation and create more jobs.
"Of course there have been
complaints, there have been
counter - suggestions, there have
been criticism by special interest
groups," Nixon said. 10 But the
most heartening reaction was the
surge of national confidence, the

:reaffirmation of our competitive
spirit, the willingness to make a
personal sacrifice in pursuit of
· the
wor th y goa1s b y th e ma11; m
street, the worker on the JOb and
the ho~emaker t~ring to balance
the fanuly b.udget.
.
The Pres1dent called for new
~ndustrial inves~ment, job training,
Improved busmess management
and encouraging greater pride by
workers in their jobs, to increase
productivity and keep America
foremost in world trade and
leadership.
Rising productivity, he said,
"means that the individual worker
gets a real increase in his wages,
most just a pay raise eaten away
by inflation.
"It means that the consumer
gets more for his money, the
investor gets a greater return, and
more money is available to help
thos~:
who cannot help
themselves."
Nixon declared: ccour success

~:~:~~::rm~~t~~~::n~afe~~~~

av ge attack on Nixon's
a s a·
lans as
ei ht d
~ra~r~nufn ~avor of c~rp~ra~e
'nt resk
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FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Pizza 5 lices I 5¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at Univenity

FUN

FUN

RED CROW
FINEST FOOD

151 0 I Zuni S.E.
10% off on food

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

purchases for

Coin-op Dry.Creaning
011d laundry

UNM students

GARAGE SALE: Jots o! !umiture, etc,
l'rt'tty cheap. l<'rl./Sat., Sept. 3 & 4th,
lu21 Sigmi t,'hi 242-4282. 9/10

with I.D.

I

}'EMALZ.: ROOMATf; WANTED. 243-6661

m. rJsJng to the challenge of P~~ce
WI~l. depend on ~he compet~flve
spJnt otfhthe AmferJcan!eople.t
0
0 on,vess
e eve o tax
re urn,
and n prompt
cut hearings
.

CLA§§KFHED

ADVERTISING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM1 Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

..-!'5!~~321, ~ d.nys. ~rt.et:_ G, 268·0023. !J/'1

UNIV Al'ARTMJ.!NT br 1 or 2, cooking
-~facilities c11~1. 842·~!~· 9(10.

.

.

APARTMENT l'Olt QUIET Unlvehlity
eouple ilr b()y, 371i :month, utllitii'S pnid.
11 blocks from tJnlverulty, 243·020!.1. 11!.1
Wnltcr NE. 'J/7
S) FORSALE'=-~------~

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if sal)'le ad runs five or more conse<;utive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & nee.
ords. Brothi.>til Musle. 1831 Central NW.
242·3745. U/10
..._.
USA 1970 LlGHTNING, HI,OtlO tnf. good
condition. 8!J8•36G4 nftcr li P.M. !l/10

TERMS: Payment must be hlade in fuU prior to insertion of advertisehlent
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CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
S. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING------.--

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED$'-·----------.. . . .

PlACED BY~---------~---
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